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Nemo Has An Adventure 
  

 Nemo, the little blue 

fish is looking for 

Opal. Opal could not 

be seen anywhere. 

Nemo knows that the 

sea is dangerous. It 

is not safe to wander 

out alone. 

 

The big blue whale or 

the fierce grey 

shark may catch 

sight of it anytime. 

Also, the nets laid 

down by the 

fishermen covered large areas of the sea. It may get tangled inside the 

net. 

 

“I hope Opal is safe and sound”, says Nemo. He swims across the ocean, 

searching among the sea weeds and cactus plants scattered all over the 

ocean bed.  

 

He notices a wrecked ship lying across the ocean bed and he instantly 

looks inside its broken cabin. There was Opal, all alone gaping in 

amazement at a box of white pearls that were shining like moonlight in 

the dark waters. 
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Nemo Has An Adventure 
 

Tick     the correct answer.     Tick     the 

correct answer. 
 

1. What does Nemo know?           1. dangerous 

a. Nemo knows that the pearls are in the ship.  a. easy 

b. Nemo knows that Opal is hiding in the ship.  b. delicate 

c. Nemo knows that the sea is dangerous.   c. tough 

d. Nemo knows that the shark is sleeping.   d. unsafe 
 

2. What two sea animals is Nemo afraid of?  2. wander 

a. Shark and whale.       a. run 

b. Shark and crab.       b. roam 

c. Shark and sea lion.      c. whisper 

d. Shark and tortoise.      d. hunt 

 

3. Who have laid out the nets?    3. searching 

a. The carpenters.       a. looking 

b. The swimmers.       b. eating 

c. The shop keepers.      c. swimming 

d. The fishermen.       d. floating 

 

4. Where were shining like moonlight?   4. amazement 

a. The sea weeds and the cactus plants.   a. luck 

b. The parts of the wrecked ship.    b. excitement 

c. The shells on the ocean floor.     c. suspense 

d. The pearls inside the box.     d. wonder 


